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GROUPS OF ORDER p n , WHICH CONTAIN CYCLIC 

SUBGROUPS OF ORDER p -n 
a 

BY 

LEWIS IRVING NEIKIRK 

Introduction. 

The groups of order pm, which contain self-conjugate cyclic subgroups of 
orders pm-1, and pm-2 respectively, have been determined by BURNSIDE,t and 
the number of groups of order p"n, which contain cyclic non-self-colnjugate sub- 
groups of order prn-2 has been given by MILLER.1I 

Although in the preselnt state of the theory, the actual tabulation of all groups 
of order pm is impracticable, it is of importance to carry the tabulation as far as 
may be possible. In this paper all groups of order pm (p being an odd prime) 
which contain cyclic subgroups of order pm-3 and none of higher order are deter- 
mined. The method of treatment used is elntirely abstract in character and, in 
virtue of its nature, it is possible in each case to give explicitly the genera- 
tional equations of these groups. They are divided into three classes, and it 
will be shown that these classes correspond to the three partitions: (m - 3, 3), 
(m -3, 2, 1) and (n -3, 1, 1, 1), of m. 

We denote by G an abstract grouip G of order p-t containing operators of 
order p-3 and no operator of order greater than pm-3 . Let P denote one of 
these operators of G of order pm-3. The p3 power of every operator in G is 
contained in the cyclic subgroup { P }, otherwise G would be of order greater 
than pm. The complete division into classes is effected by the following 
assumptions: 

I. There is in G at least one operator Q,, such that QP2 is not contained 
in {P}. 

II. The p2 power of every operator in G is contained in { P }, and there 
is at least one operator Q3, such thwat Qls is not contained in { P } . 

III. The pth power of every operator in G is contained in { P }. 
The number of groups for Class I, Class II, and Class III, together with the 

total number, are given in the table below: 

*Presented to the Society April, 25, 1903. Received for publication August 16, 1904, and 
February 25, 1905. 

t Theory of Groups of a Finite Order, pp. 75-81. 
t Transactions, vol. 2 (1901), p. 259, and vol. 3 (1902), p. 383. 
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I . .~~~~I 
_________ - II, 112 - 13 II III Total 

p>83 9 20 +p 6+2p 6+2p 32+5p 23 64+5jp 

m-8 8 20 +p 6 + 2 6 + 2p 32 + .5p 23 63 + 5p 

m 3 -7 6 20 +p 6 + 2p 6 + 2p 32 + 5p 23 ;61 + 52 
p- - - - 7 

m>3 9 23 12 12 47 16 72 m>8 _ _ 

p_ 3 8 23 12 12 47 16 71 
K I -_ _ 

_. 
_ _ 

_ 
_ - 

_ 
_. ___ _ _ _ 

7 6 23 12 12 47 16 69 

The niumber of groups of order p-, with cyclic subgroups of orders pifl, Ptm-], 

and yn-2 are given in Table II: 
IL. 

ps pi rS-l p ?n-2 

| p>2 1 2* lt 

The number of groups of order pa, a= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are given in Table III: 

a=l C= 2 cx| 3t cc =4 | a=5? c 

p=2 1 2 5 14 51 

p-=3 4 1 2 5 15 66 

p-= 12k- 1 2 5 15 65+ 2p 
p=12k+5 1 2 5 15 6 7 + 2p 

p = 12k-5 1 2 5 15 69+21) 

p=-12k+ 1 1 2 5 15 71+2p 

* BURNSIDE, Theory of Groups, Art. 65, p. 75. 
tIbid., Art. 66, p. 77; MILLER, Transactions, vol. 2 (1901), p. 259, and vol. 3 (1902), 

p. 383. 
t YOUNG, On the determination of groups whose order is a power of a prime, A m e rica n J o urn a l 

of Mathematics, vol. 15 (1893), pp. 124-178. COLE aud GLOVER, On groutps whose orders are 
the product of three prime factors, American Journal of Mathenmatics, vol. 15 (1893), 
pp. 191-220. H6LDER, Die Gruppen der Ordnungen, p3, pqc3, pqr, p4, Mathematisch e Anna- 
len, vol. 43 (1893), pp. 301-412. 

? BAGNERA, La composizione dei gruppi finiti il cui graido 8 la quinta potenza di un numero primo, 
Annali di Matematica, vol. 3 (1898), pp. 137-228. 

T rans. Am. Math. Soc. 22 
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I give in this paper the whole investigation of Class I, but only the results 
of Classes II, and III. The investigation as a whole will appear in the P u b - 
lications of the University of Pennisylvania, Mathematics, 
no. 3. 

Class I. 

1. General notations and relations. - The group G is generated by the two 
operators P and Q1. For brevity we set * 

Qa Pb Qc PI... [a, b, c, di ...] 

Then the operators of G are given each uniquely in the form 

[ Y ' Z ] (xZO, 1 , 2, *, -3 
We have the relation 

( 1 ) Q1p3 =pP3 

There is in G, a subgroup H1 of order pm-2, which contains {P } self-con- 
jugately.t The subgroup H1 is generated by P and some operator QyPx of 
G; it then contains Qy and is therefore generated by P and QP2; it is also 
self-conjugate in H2-{ Q21 P } of order prM_n, and H2 is self-conjugate in G. 

Fronm these considerations we have the equations 

(2) 
p 

Q_2 p Qp2- pPi+p-4 

(3) Q-p P Qp = QAp2 pal 

(4) Q_1 p Q Qbp Pal 

2. Determination of HB. Derivation of a formula for [yp2, x]8. From 
(2), by repeated multiplication we obtain 

[_p2 Xx p2] - [0, X(1 + kpg)]; 

and by a continued use of this equatioin we have 

[ yp22 X, yp2] [0, x(1 + kp'-4)Y] [0, x (1 + kylpTh4)] (> 4), 

and from this last equation, 

(5) [yp2, XIIs = [syp 2, x {s+ k( ) yp 4}]. 

3. Determination of H2. Derivation of a formula for [yp, x]'. It fol- 
lows from (3) and (5) that 

* With J. W. YOUNG, Otta certain group of isomorphisms, Am erican Journa1 of Mathe- 
matics, vol. 25 (1903), p. 206. 

t BURNSIDE: Theory of Groups, art. 54, p. 64. 
1 BURNSIDE: Theory of Groups, art. 56, p. 66. 
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[P2, ,p] = [13 I , a1 + 2- - 
pm-4}] (m > 4). 

Hence, by (2), 
2-p1 /- 1 p2 O(modp3), 

I3c- 4 -1 t2m3 { 1+ 2 a-1 p j + ,B 7ahp2-1 + k7p4 (mod Pl ). 

From these coingruences, we have for m > 6 

ap Il(mod p3) , 1 (mod p2) 

and obtain, by setting 
a 

1 
+ a2p 2 

the congruence 

( 1 +'2P) ( a2+ h )p kp (mod p ); 
a2Y 

anid so 
(a2 + h/3)p3 = O(modpt44), 

since 

(1+ a2p -1 (odp2) 

From the last congrueinces 

(6) (a2 + hf3 ) np3-kp-4 (mo -3 

Equationi (3) is now replaced by 
PPQP= Qfz2 Pl+a2p2 

From (7), (5), and (6) 

[-yp, xC, yp] =[ zy2x{ 1 + 4yp2} + k x 
ii'-4 

A continued use of this equation gives 

[yp, x] syp + 13 (2) xyp2 

(8) 

4. Determination of G - From (4) and (8), 

[-p, l,p] = [p, a + M_p2] 

From the above equation alnd (7), 

a= 1 (modp2), a, = 1 (nmod 1 ). 
Set 

al= 1 + a2p, 
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and equation (4) becomes 

(9) Q1PQ1 Qhpl+a2P 

From (9), (8) and (6), 

[_p2 1 p2] 
-[(1 + a2P)P - 

1b[, (1 + ] 

a2p 
and from (1) anid (2), 

a2P 

(2 1 + a2p ) ' 1 np_4 O (3 1+ a2p + bhI 2 p = + kp n(od pp) 

By a reduction similar to that used before, 

(10) (a2 + bh )p3- k-pr-4 (nodj pm--3). 

The groups in this class are completely defined by (9), (1) and (10). 
These defining relations may be presernted in simpler form by a suitable choice 

of the second generator Q1. From (9), (6), (8) and (10), 

[ X]p3 - [p3, Vp3] = [0, (x + h)p3] (mn>6), 

and, if x be so choseni that 
x + h=- 0(nodpy-6), 

Q1 Px is an operator of order p3 whose p2 power is not contained in { P }. Let 
Q1 Px Q. The group G is generated by Q and P, where 

QP3 = 1, pPmr-3 

Placing h 0 in (6) and (10) we find 

a2 3-= a2P3 =kpm-4 (nmod pan-3). 

Let a2 apm4, and a2 apX-7 Equations (7) and (9) are now replaced by 

Q-pPQP = Q0p2Pl+aprD5, 

(1 1) 
Q-lpQ - Qbppl+?ap-6. 

As a direct result of the foregoing relationis, the groups in this class correspond 
to the partition (n - 3, 3). From (11) we find 

[ -y, 1, y] = [byp + aLypm6] (ni >8).* 

*For m =8 it is necessary to add a2 ( Y )p4 to the exponents of P and for en = 7 the terms 
a (a + abp /2) (y )p2 + a3( y )p3 to the exponent of P, and the term ab ( Y )p2 to the exponent of 
Q. The extra term 27ab2k(y) is to be added to the exponent of P for eel = 7 and p = 3. 
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It is important to notice that by placing y = p and p2 in the preceding equa- 
tion we find that 

b 3_ ,(modp), a _ a-k(modp3)(Mn> T).* 

A combination of the last equation with (8) yields 

[-y,x, Y b[Xyp + b2 (2) yp2, 
(12) x(1 + aypm-6)+ ab(x)ypm-5 + ab2(-)ypm-4] (m>8).t 

From (12) we get 

[y, x]=8 [ys + by {(X + b(2)P)(2) + x(3)p }p, 

(13) xs + ay{(x + b(x)p + b2(x)p2)(s) 

+(bx2p+2b2x(x) p2)(s)+ bx2(,)p2}pm-6] (m>8) 

5. Tranjformation of the Groups. -The general group G of Class I is speci- 
fied, in accordance with the relations (2) (11) by two integers a, b which (see 
(11)) are to be taken mod p3, mod p2, respectively. Accordingly setting 

a = alpA, b =-b 
where 

dv [a1,p] 1, dv [bl,p] = 1 (2,=O, 1, 2, 3; It=O, 1, 2), 

we have for the group G= G (a, b)= G (a, b) ( P, Q) the generational de- 
terminiation: 

G(a, b): Q-IPQ - Q,,pIt+lpl+aipr+A-6 

QP3= 1 Ppr = 1. 

*For rn = 7, ap2 a2p31/2=_ap2(mod p4), ap3 kp3(mod p4 ). For m 7 and p = 3 the 
first of the above congruences has the extra terms.27 (a3 + abf3k) on the left side. 

tFor in=8 it is necessary to add the term a (y)xp4 to the exponent of P, and for m=z_7 
the terms x { a ( a + abp/2) (I ) p2 - a3 (a,) p3 } to the exponent of P, with the extra term 
n7 ab2k ( 3 ) x for p = 3, and the term ab ( ) Xp2 to the exponent of Q. 

t For m=8 it is necessary to add the terilm laxy () [y(2s-1) -1 ] p4 to the exponent of P, 
and for m-7 the terms 

{ a (2s-y 1) ()p+,( y2-(2s-l)y+2) (S)YP 

a2bxy2 3s-1 3alb(S(S-)2S-4) _ (s\ I } + 2 3s 2p2 4! Y 3iYj 

with the extra terms 

27abky s 
[)y2 -(2s -- 1)y +2] (2) + x( blk + CC2)2y' + 1)(s) 

for p=3, to the exponent of P, and the terms 

ab 4 2s-1 y 1} (2) Xyp2 

to the exponent of Q. 
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Not all of these groups, however, are distinct. Suppose that 

G(a, b) (P, Q) - G(at', b')(P',Q), 

by the correspondence 

where 
- y/ Q' I/' Pm-6, and P- Q' ?P , 

with y' and x prime to p. 
Since 

Q-1 p Q QbP, pl+a, -6, 

then 
Q/-l ]p _ Q= Q1bP pJ+)l-pn-6 

or in terms of Q', and P' 

[g + b'X'p + b'2(.r)y'p2, X(1 + a'y'f )l-' + a'b'( )xy' 

+ a'b 2 ()yp4]= [y + by'p, x + (ax + bx')p-6] (m >8) 
and 
(14) by' b'xy' + b'2(x)y'p(nmod p)2), 

(15) ax + bx'p = a'y'x + a'b'( 2)yf + a'b/2 (*)y'p2(nmod p3). 

The necessary and sufficient condition for the simple isoniorphism of these 
two groups G(a, b) and G(a', b') is, that the above congruences shall be con- 
sistent and admit of solution for x, y, x' and y'. The coingruences nmay be 
written 

b1 pF = b'X)Pg' + b,2(-)p2I'+1 (modp2), 

a1 pA + b1 x'p+ 5 y { ax xpA' + ca b' (x )pkA+1+1 + a/ bI ( )pA'?2I'?2 } (mod ]3). 

Since dv [x, p] = 1 the first congruence gives u = u aind x may always be so 
chosen that b1=1. 

We may choose y' in the second congruence so that X = X' and a, = 1 ex- 
cept for the cases X' + 1 = /k' + 1 when we will so choose x' that X = 3. 

The type groups of Class I for m > 8 * are then given by 

(I) G(peA p/ ) Q1PQ =QPlpr+ p1+p7n-6+A QP3 = ppm-3 1 

t=0, 1~ 2; X=o, 1 2, Zia;8 
;U -_() 1) 2; X -_3.J 

Of the above groups G (pA, pi) the groups for u = 2 have the cyclic sub- 

* For m = 8 the additional term ayp appears on the left side.of congruence (14) and G (1, p2 ) 

and G ( 1, p) becomes siinply isomorphic. The extra terms appearing in congruence (15) do 
not effect the result. For m = 7 the additional term ay appears on the left side of (14) and 
G (1, 1 ), G ( 1, p), and G ( 1, p2) become simplv isomorphic, also G (p, p) and G (p, p2). 
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group { P } self-conijugate, while the group G (p3, p2) iS the abelian group of 
type (m - 3, 3). 

Clas.s II. 

1. Sections. -Class II is divided into three sections. 
2. Types. - The types of Section I (m > 5) are defined by 

[Q-l Q = Q$ hPl+ap-5 

R-' PR = Qbppl+ap--4 

( R-' QR = Qj+dpPcpl 

RP = Qp2 = p-3 1 

where the constants have the values given in the table below, 

a b a f d a b a c d 

10010 0 1110 loI0 P 00 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1110 0 p 1 0'0 

3 001111~10i1210 0 P 0 1 0 
4 0 0 1 0 110 131 1 ? P' pi ? 

5 0 10 Kcbl 1410 1 p 0 j 0 

6 0 0 1!1 10 15 0 0 p 1 0 

7@ 0p 00 1_ 16 0 00 01010 

8 0oo boo1ol1 17 0 110 0 0I0 

9 0 0 P 0 00 

K-=0, 1, and a non-residue (mod p), 

w= 0, 1, 2, -,p-l. 

The types of Section 2 are defined by 

R-'PR = pj+kp--4 

Q-lP Q = RPl+EPm-5 
(112) Q- IR Qp_Rpep--4, 

RRP = Qr2 = pPm-3 1, 
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wliere the values of the constants are given in the following table: 

k | | c e| 

1 1 10 0i? 
'2 Qol1ll1 

Olo 11 o0 

03 P 1 0 

6 0' p 0~, 

K=O, 1, and a non-residue (mod p), 

(0=0 1 2, , p 1. 

The groups of Section 3 are defined by 

F p pJQl+ P Rn 

Q 1-1? Q i Xpepmn- 

(13) T-IPR= QPP, 

I RP QP2 - PP-3 1 

withthevalues7ey=laidanoin-residue(m,iioddp); e=1,e=0,1,2, ...,p-1, 
and e = p, e = 0,1 , and a non-residue (mod 1p), 2]) + 6 groups in all. 

clctss III. 

Types. - The types of Class III are defined by 

Q- pQ plI+kPmn-4 

R-1PR= Q'3PI 
(III) 

&1P8_Q3P' 
Q m-4 , 

S IPS RY Q,p,+,,I,,-4) 

S-1 QS RCQ, 
S-, RS = R pjjpi-4, 

where the constants have the values given in the table: 
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(III) 

| }|c|y |d k | j | t| |C|y| |k e|j 
_colo I__ icHil __ 

._ _. _11 . _ 

3 I Kl,!lo o oolo o|1lofell O 01lol 1 Q 1 1010101010 0 010 10 01O 0 Oliji 1 0 

2 10 0101o0 01010 11*0 ? i0W?L0 
3 Kc1000000 2 1 0101 10110 

61010i0111Q ol010 15 1010110 0 01011 
7*10 110 110 110 0 16*10 011 0 1 010 1 

_.10hI i1I I I I I I I 

C=-- 0, 1, and a non-residue ( mod p). 

* These groups for p = 3 ( k + 0) are simply isomorphic with groups in Claw II. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 
February 23, 1905. 
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